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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN 1939 Weyl[40] proved the following very remarkable result: 
THEOREM 1.1 Let P be a topologically embedded q-dimensional Riemannian sub- 
manifold of R” with compact closure, and let V:(r) denote the volume of the tube of 
radius r about P in R”. Then V:(r) is independent of the particular way P is embedded 
in Iw”. In fact 
v;(r) = i2zgy x; (n _ q + 2)(n ~~R+Pq:r” 
H (n - q + 2~)’ 
(1.1) . . . 
2 . 
Here (nr2)k’2((k/2)!)-’ is a simple way to express the volume of a ball of radius r in Rk. 
The k2c(RP) are integrals over P of certain polynomials in the curvature tensor RP of 
the submanifold P and do not depend on the second fundamental form of P. (See 
Remark (3) below.) Formula (1.1) holds for r less than or equal the distance from P to 
its nearest focal point. Weyl’s paper[40] motivated papers by Allendoerfer[2] and by 
Allendoerfer and Weil[S]. Thus Weyl’s tube formula ultimately strongly influenced the 
theory of characteristic classes. 
In a different direction Bishop and Giinther[7, 8, 301 have proved an important 
inequality for the volume V,,,(r) of a geodesic ball of radius r and center m in a 
complete Riemannian manifold M with sectional curvature KM. A special case of 
what they showed is 
THEOREM 1.2. Let M be a complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. For 
m EM let r > 0 be less than the distance from m to its nearest cut point. 
(9 
(ii) 
If KM ~0 then V,,,(r) SW. 
0 
n 1 
2. 
If KM 5 0 then V,,,(r) >m. 
0 
n I 
z . 
In this paper I shall give a simultaneous generalization of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
Denote by VpM(r) the volume of a tube of radius r about a submanifold P of a 
Riemannian manifold M. Let RP and RM be the curvature tensor fields of P and M, 
respectively. Denote by H the mean curvature vector field of P in M. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let P be a q-dimensional submanifold with compact closure in a 
complete n-dimensional manifold M, and suppose r > 0 is not larger than the distance 
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between P and its nearest focal point. Also assume that P is topologicaliy embedded. 
(i) If KM 2 0 then 
V,“(r) I (&)(1/20-q) ‘F kZc(RP - R”)r2’ 
( 1 
n-q! c=O (n - q + 2)(n - q + 4). . .(n - 4 + 2c) 
2 . 
( (~r2)wwq) y 1.3.. . (2c - l)r2” 
i-) 
n-q , 1 (’ IIH11)2c dP. c=o (n - q + 2)(n - q + 4). . . (n - q + 2c) p q 
2 . 
(1.2) 
(ii) If KM 5 0 then 
“,M(r) 2 ‘T’n”‘t”n;“’ g (n _ 4 + 2;;1”,;;;““t’ _ 4 + 24’ 
c-1 n 
(1.3) . . . 
2 * 
It should be emphasized that in (1.2) and (1.3) the kZc(RP - R”) are the same 
expressions as the k2c(RP) in (l.l), except that RP is replaced by RP -R”. In par- 
ticular, the k2,(Rp -R”) do not depend on the second fundamental form of P in M. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose P and M satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3. 
(i) If KM 2 0 and dim P 5 3, then Vp”(r) 5 VP”(r). 
(ii) If KM 5 0 and dim P 5 3, then VpM(r) 2 VP”(r). 
Remarks 
(1) Let P be an abstract Riemannian manifold of dimension q, possibly 
with boundary, and let n be a positive integer. Define VP”(r) by (1.1). If P happens to be 
a submanifold of R”, then VP”(r) can be interpreted as the volume of a tube of radius r 
about P in FB”. Nevertheless VP”(r) is defined in the general case and is intrinsic to P. 
(2) The inequalities of Corollary 1.4 are easy to visualize geometrically. When P is 
a point, they are special cases of the Bishop-Gtinther inequality[7, 8 (p. 256), 301. 
Comparison theorems for tubes have also been given by Buyalo[lO] and Heintze and 
Karcher[31]. In addition to generalizing Weyl’s tube formula, equation (1.2) sharpens 
inequalities in [lo, 311. See also [ll-13, 29, 36 (p. ll)]. Busemann, ([91, p. 271) has 
given a generalization of the Bishop-Giinther inequalities that is valid for certain 
metric spaces more general than Riemannian manifolds. 
(3) Let R be a tensor field of the same type and having the same symmetries as the 
curvature tensor of P. Then the kzc(R) are integrals over P of certain polynomials in 
R; as observed by Allendoerfer [2] these polynomials are closely related to the 
Gauss-Bonnet integrands. In fact 
k,,(R) = volume of P, k,(R) = if T(R) dP, 
P 
k4(R) = ; j {T(R)’ - 411p(R)l12 + IlRll’} dP, 
P 
where T(R) and p(R) denote the scalar and Ricci curvatures of R. See 07 for exact 
definitions. 
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(4) If q = dim P is even and P is compact then 
kq(RP) = (27&(P), 
where x(P) is the Euler characteristic of P. This follows from the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem. Thus in this case not only is kq(Rp) an intrinsic metric invariant, it is also a 
topological invariant. Similarly for a holomorphic submanifold P of complex Eucli- 
dean space, it is possible[22, 251 to interpret the k2,(RP) as integrals of Chern 
forms [22]. 
(5) Weyl[40] found the formula for the volume of a tube about a submanifold of a 
sphere, and from this formula it is clear that the volume function is intrinsic in this 
case also. The tube formulas are also intrinsic for holomorphic submanifolds of 
KBhler manifolds of constant holomorphic sectional curvature[l7, 22, 25, 391, or for 
curves in any of the rank 1 symmetric spaces[24]. However, for a general sub- 
manifold of a rank 1 symmetric space the volume of a tube may depend on the 
embedding. For example, if P is an even dimensional submanifold of @P”, the volume 
of a tube about P depends on how much P fails to be a KGhler submanifold[25]. 
(6) For a submanifold P in a general Riemannian manifold M a method is given in 
[25] for computing the first few terms in the power series for VpM(r). It is shown that 
{ 1 + Ar* + Br4 + 0( r6)} dP, (1.4) 
where 
1 
A = 2(n - q + 2) ( 
T(R~)-~$=,R%-$ i R%-;,.$ R:j). 
a=l t=q+l 1.1 q+l 
The formula for B is a very complicated expression involving RP, R“‘, and also the 
second fundamental form of P in M. Although A is independent of the second 
fundamental form, in general B is not. On the other hand, when M has nonnegative or 
nonpositive sectional curvature, it is at least possible to obtain an inequality between 
VpM(r) and an intrinsic invariant, namely the right hand side of (1.2) or (1.3). 
(7) There are local versions of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 that may be derived 
using the power series expansion (1.4) for VpM (r). For small values of r the local 
versions are sometimes better. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let M be an analytic Riemannian manifold, and let P be an analytic 
submanifold which is topologicaily embedded and has compact closure. 
(i) If dim P = 0 and the scalar curvature of M is positive on 
small r 
2 n/2 
VpM(r) < Vpn(r) = (nr ) - vol(P). 
0 
n I 
z 
(ii) If dim P = 1 and the Ricci curvature of M is positive on 
small r 
(T?) (l/ZKn- I) VpM(r) < VP”(r) = 
F_) 
n-l , 
vol(P). 
2 . 
P, then for suficiently 
(1.5) 
P, then for suficiently 
(1.6) 
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(iii) If 2 I dim P I n - 1 and the sectional curvature of M is positive on P, then for 
suficiently small r 
VPM(r) < (r?)(“2)(“-q) $; (n _ q + 2;;y; $)r;C _ q + 2c) < Vp”(r). 
( 1 
n-q, . . . n 
(1.7) 
2 . 
(iv) If dim P = n - 1 and the Ricci curvature of M is positive on P, then for 
suficiently small r 
(n _ q + 2)~~~~~~~)r;’ _ q + 2c) and VpM(r) < VP”(~). 
. . . n 
(1.8) 
(v) Parts (i)-(iv) also hold with “positive” replaced by “negative” and the reverse 
inequalities in (IS)-( 1.8). 
(8) Our proofs of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 will make use of a differential 
inequality instead of a power series expansion for VpM(r). This eliminates the need 
for the hypothesis “for sufficiently small r” so that Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 are 
global comparison theorems. Also the hypothesis of analyticity is replaced by Cm. 
(9) Jacobi fields are the principal tools in the comparison theorems of [IO, 31, 321. 
A different technique will be used here. In section 4 it will be shown that the second 
fundamental forms of the tubes satisfy a Riccati equation. This equation will be used 
to prove Theorem 1.3 and its generalizations. 
62. FERMI COORDINATES AND FERMI FIELDS 
In [16] Fermi introduced coordinates to describe the geometry of a Riemannian 
manifold in a neighborhood of a curve. See [24] for a list of books and papers treating 
Fermi coordinates. We shall need (a generalization of) Fermi coordinates to describe 
the geometry of a Riemannian manifold M in a neighborhood of a submanifold P. 
In this paper we assume that all maps and manifolds are C” unless stated 
otherwise. Let P be a connected topologically embedded submanifold of a Rieman- 
nian manifold M, and put dim M = It, dim P = q. 
Denote by v the normal bundle of P in M. The exponential map exp, of the 
normal bundle u maps a neighborhood of the zero section of v into M. Explicitly exp, 
is given by exp”((p, x)) = exp,(x) for p E P and x E P,‘, where exp, denotes the 
ordinary exponential map of M. 
We describe the domain of definition of exp, and also make precise the notions of 
focal point and cut-focal point. (These last two notions generalize conjugate point and 
cut point.) Compare [lo, 31, 32, 381. 
Definitions. A focal point of P is a point m EM such that the tangent map 
(exp,), is singular somewhere on exp,-l(m). A cut-focal point along a geodesic y 
meeting P orthogonally is the first point beyond which there are shorter geodesics 
that meet P orthogonally. 
It is well known (see e.g., ([281, p. 113) that exp, is defined and nonsingular on a 
neighborhood of the zero section of v. Let e,, ef : {(p, u)Jp E M, u E P,‘, [lull = 1) + R be 
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Definitions. We say that A E x(U) is a tangential Fermi field provided that 
A = Zz=,c, $, where the c,‘s are constants. Similarly a normal Fermi jield is a vector 
a 
field X E ZE( U) of the form X = Z:‘=q+ldi $, where the di’s are constants. 
I 
We denote by ZE(P,P)~ and x(P,p)’ the spaces of tangential and normal Fermi 
fields at p E P. Also let X(P, p) = X(P, p)“@X(P, p)* be the space of all Fermi fields. 
Clearly dim X(P, P)~ = dim P = q and dim X(P, p)’ = dim M-dim P = n - q. 
Moreover, the normal Fermi fields for the case when P is a point coincide with the 
normal coordinate vector Fermi fields introduced in [21] and used in [23] and [26]. If 
E q+l,. . . , E, are rotated by a constant matrix the space of Fermi vector fields remains 
the same. 
There are two other simply defined objects that will be useful in our calculations. 
Definitions. Let (xl,. . . , x,) be a system of Fermi coordinates for P C M. We put 
and N= 2 3a(a>0). 
i-q+, (T 8Xi 
LEMMA 2.1. (T and N depend only on P and M 
coordinates nor on the choice of base point. In fact 
a(m) = d(m, P) 
and 
N V(S) = Y’(S) 
for any unit speed geodesic y normal to P. 
and not on the choice of Fermi 
(2.1) 
Proof. It can be checked directly that for a given point p E P the function (T and 
the vector field N are independent of the choice of Fermi coordinates at M. This is 
because two systems (x,, . . .,x,) and (y,, . . ., y,) of Fermi coordinates satisfy 
Ya = 2 SabXb and yi = 2 bijxi, 
b=l j=q+l 
where (&b) and (b,) are orthogonal matrices. 
Furthermore, suppose m E exp,(fin,) - P. Then there exists a shortest geodesic y, 
which we may assume to have unit speed, from m to P meeting P orthogonally at 
y(0) = p, say. Choose a frame {e,, . . . , e,} at p = r(O) with {e,, . . . , e,} a basis of Pp and 
eq+] = y’(O). We have Xi 0 y = 0 for i# q + 1 so that u(m) = x,+,(m). Thus u(m) is the 
distance from m to P. Similarly 
N 
a 
y(s) = ax,,l y(s, I = y’(s). 
Some important facts about Fermi fields and their relations to N and (T are given 
in the next lemma. Let V be the Riemannian connection of M and RM the curvature 
operator. We choose the signs so that R X”Y = VK YI - [Vx, ‘7~1 for X, Y E J(M). 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let X, Y E X(P, p)’ and A, B E X(P, P)~. Then 
VNN = 0; (2.2) 
N(u) = 1; (2.3) 
[X, Y] = [A, B] = [X, A] = [N, A] = 0; (2.4) 
[N,X]=-;X+iX(cr)N; (2.5) 
[N,uX]=X(a)N; (2.6) 
VNVNU+REUN=O forany Uof theforrn U =A+uX. (2.7) 
Proof. (2.2) is obvious from (2.1). For (2.3) we use the definition of N and o to 
compute 
It is clear from the definition of Fermi field that (2.4) holds. For (2.5) we calculate 
as follows: 
= -;X+;X(u)N. 
(2.6) follows easily from (2.5). To establish (2.7) we first compute 
VNVN(UX) = VN[N, uX] +V,V,,N 
= NX(u)N - R ;,,,x,N 
= [N, Xl(u)N - R :,,,xrN 
= -R &<,x,N. 
(2.8) 
Also 
VNVNA = VNVAN = -REAM (2.9) 
Then (2.7) follows from (2.8) and (2.9). 
Note that the vector field N is discontinuous on the submanifold P. To avoid this 
problem in subsequent calculations it is sufficient to restrict N to a normal geodesic, 
use (2.1) and then take the limit along the geodesic to P. 
If y is a curve and X is a vector field along y we write X’ = V,,X and 
X” = V,,V,,X. Recall that a vector field X along a geodesic is called a Jacobi field 
provided it satisfies the differential equation X” + Ryx y’ = 0. The following corollary 
establishes a close relationship between Fermi and Jacobi fields. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let y be a geodesic normaf to P at p E P, and let X E X(P, p)‘, 
A E X(P, P)~. Then the restrictions to y of (TX and A are Jacobi fields. 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (2.7). 
In the terminology of (@I, p. 221) A and uX are P-Jacobi fields along y. 
83. THE GAUSS LEMMA FOR TUBES 
The classical Gauss lemma asserts that the exponential map exp,,, preserves two 
things: radial distances from m and orthogonality along geodesics emanating from m. 
As observed by Cheeger and Ebin ([15], p. 9) this is equivalent to the assertion that 
N = grad c for geodesic balls. This analytical statement can be reformulated geometric- 
ally by saying that N is the unit normal to small geodesic spheres centered at m. 
In this section I shall show that there is a generalization of the Gauss lemma which 
treats tubes. Although this has been hinted at in the literature (e.g., [31]), p. 457) there 
does not seem to be an explicit proof. 
LEMMA 3.1. (Generalized Gauss lemma.) N = grad (T. 
Proof. Let X E ZE(P, p)‘, A E x(P, p)‘, and write U = A + ax. By (2.2) and (2.7) it 
follows that 
N’(U, N) = (VNVNU, N) = -(R;t,N, N) = 0. (3.1) 
Let y be a unit speed geodesic normal to P at p. Choose a system of Fermi 
coordinates (x1, _ . . ,x,) for P at p such that y’(t) = $--- 4+, /y(t). Write X = $ 
i=q+l 
di& 
I 
where the di’s are constants. By definition of grad u, 
(U,grad a)= U(U)=& U(-?)=biZ$+, U(xi)xi 
= i$+, X(xi)x, = 2 dixi. 
i=q+l 
In particular 
(U, grad c+)(y(tN =td,+l. (3.2) 
On the other hand from (3.1) it follows that (U, N)(-y(t)) = a + bt where a and b are 
constants. In fact 
(U> WY(~)) = (A + ax, WY(~)) = W, WY(O). 
Thus a = 0 and (X, N)(r(t)) = b. Since b is constant, 
(U, W-Y(~)) = t(X N)(Y(W = t&+1. (3.3) 
From (3.2), (3.3) and the fact that y(t) can be chosen to be an arbitrary point of 
exp,(&) - P it follows that 
(U, N) = (U, grad u). (3.4) 
Vector fields of the form U span each tangent space M; for all m E exp,(Rp) - P. Hence 
from (3.4) it follows that N = grad u. 
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Let P, denote the set of points of M at a distance t from P. If P, lies in exp,(fi,) - P 
then P, is a hypersurface. Lemma 3.1 has the following geometric reformulation. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The vector field N is the unit normal to each hypersurface P, for 
which P, C exp,(&) - P. 
Proof. This is because the hypersurfaces P, are just the level hypersurfaces of the 
function u. 
$4. THE RICCATI EQUATION FOR THE SECOND FUNDAMENTAL FORM 
There are several equivalent descriptions of the tube T(P, r) of radius r about a 
submanifold P : 
T(P, r) = {m E MI d(m, P) 5 r} n exp,(flp) 
= {m E Mlthere exists a geodesic y with length L(r) 5 r 
from m to P meeting P orthogonally} 
= ,yp {exp,(x>lx E PpL7 II-4 5 4. 
If P is compact then T(P, r) = {m E MI d(m, P) 5 r}; otherwise the ends of this set 
may have to be chopped off. Also let 
P, = {m E T(P, r)l d(m, P) = r}. 
From now on we assume that r is small enough so that T(P, r) C exp,(anp). 
There is a natural foliation of T(P, r) - P given by the P, for 0 < t 5 r. We call this 
the tube foliation. Let S(t) be the second fundamental form of the hypersurface P,. It 
will now be shown that as a function of t, S(t) satisfies a Riccati differential equation. 
This will be accomplished by means of some simple calculations with Fermi fields. 
Let S and R, be the (1,l) tensor fields defined on exp”(fi,) - P by 
SU = -VuN, RNU = R&N, 
for U E 3Z(exp.(fiZp) - P). 
LEMMA 4.1. On exp,(flnp) - P we have 
VN(S) = S’+ RN. (4.1) 
Proof. Equation (4.1) is tensorial so that it suffices to show that the two sides 
agree on .x(P, p) for all p E P. In fact it suffices to show that they agree when 
evaluated on vector fields of the form LJ = A + UX with A E x(P, p)’ and X E 
X(P, p)' . This is because the tangent space kf, at each m E exp,(fl,) - P is spanned 
by such vector fields. 
By (2.7) U satisfies Jacobi’s equation 
VNVNU = -RNU. (4.2) 
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Then from (2.2), (2.4), (2.6) and (4.2) we obtain 
VN(S)U = Vhi(SU)- SVNU 
= -VNV,,N - S[N, Ul+ S2U 
=RNU-V,N,u,N-S[N, U]+S’U 
=RNU+S2U. (4.3) 
Hence we get (4.1). 
For each t with P, C exp,(ln,) - P and for each m E P, consider the restriction of 
S to the tangent space (Pl),. This restriction, which we denote by S(t),, is just the 
second fundamental form, or shape operator, of P, at m. Then Lemma 4.1 becomes 
COROLLARY 4.2. S’(t) = S(t)*+ R(t), where R(t) is RN restricted to P,. 
For geodesic balls Corollary 4.2 has been known for some time. See, e.g., [14]. We 
mention in passing that Lemma 4.1 can also be proved by specializing the submersion 
equations of [lS, 3.51 to the tube foliation. 
We shall denote the second fundamental form of P by T. Then in some sense T is 
a limit of the S(t), but the limit must be taken along a specific normal geodesic. When 
dim M- dim P > 1 this limit is degenerate. If A and B are vector fields tangent to P 
and X is a vector field defined on P but normal to P, then T is given by 
(TAB, X> = (VAB, X). 
Here T is tensorial in the sense that it is linear with respect to functions. Hence for 
each p, T gives rise to a multilinear function T(p): P, x P, x P,l+ 5%. We shall denote 
the value of T(p) on a, b E Pp, u E Ppl by Tuhu or (TUa, b). Then T,, : Pp + P, is a 
symmetric linear transformation. 
Let y be a unit speed geodesic normal to P at p with y(O) = p, and let {f,, . . . , f,} 
be an orthonormal basis of P, that diagonalizes T,,,,,. We extend f,, . . . , f, to unit 
vector fields F,, . . . , Fq along y such that for each t, F,(t) is an eigenvector of S(t),ct,. 
We write S(t),,,,F,(t) = K,(t)F,(t) for a = 1,. . . , q. Then the K,(t) are principal 
curvatures of P,. Let Kq+2(f), . . . , K,,(f) be the remaining principal curvatures. Then there 
are unit vector fields Fq+2, . . . , F, along y with S(t)Fi(t) = Ki(f)Fi(t) for i = q + 2, . . . , n. 
If Fq+,(t) = y’(t), then {FI, . . . , F,} is an orthonormal frame field along y. 
Note that in general neither the F,(t) nor the E(t) are parallel. In fact they may 
not even be continuous functions of t. Although the K,(f) and the Ki(t) are continuous, 
they may be nondifferentiable. These difficulties arise at values of t for which two 
principal curvatures are equal. 
Nevertheless we have 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose F, is diferentiable at t. Then 
K;(t) = K,(t)* + R~~~)F,(,)Y.(,)F,(~). (4.4) 
Proof. That the differentiability of F, implies the differentiability of K, follows 
from the equation SF, = K~F~. To establish (4.4) we compute as follows: 
R %,F,,v’F, = (V,,(S)F,, Fe) - IISEl12 
= (SF,, F,)‘- 2(SF,, F:) - K,’ = K; -- Ka2 
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Moreover the following is true: 
COROLLARY 4.4. Without exception 
(4.5) 
where pM denotes the Ricci curvature of M. 
Proof. The function zK,(t) is differentiable because it is just tr s(t),,,,. Hence 
Corollary 4.4 follows from Corollary 4.2 or Lemma 4.3. 
Calabi [ 141 has given a derivation of (4.5) by a different method for the case when 
dim P = 0. 
$5. ESTIMATES FOR THE SHAPE OPERATOR OF THE TUBE FOLIATION 
First we give two lemmas describing the solutions of certain differential in- 
equalities. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume f is diflerentiable on (0, tJ. 
(i) Suppose f’> f*+ A on (0, t,); then for OS t < t, the following inequalities hold: 
VA sin l/(/(h)t +f(O) cos d(A)t 
cos d(A)t -g sin v(h)t 
for A > 0, 
f(t)’ ~ 
/ 
f(0) 
1 -f(O)t 
for A = 0, 
i 
d/lA] sinh d(lAj)t + f(0) cash v/(]A])t 
- for A CO; (5.1) 
cash d(]A I)t - t/~xl f(o) sinh d/((A])t 
cos v(A)t - 8 sin d(A)t for A > 0, 
0-c. I-f(o)t for A = 0, 
cash ~/<]A])t -$$ sinh z/(lAl)t for A < 0; (5.2) 
(ii) Suppose on (0, t,) that f’s f’+ A and that (5.2) holds. Then for 0 I t < t, 
VA sin v(A)t + f(0) cos Z/(A)t 
cos d(A)t -f$ sin v(A)t 
for A >O, 
f(t) 5 I 
f(0) 
1 1 -f(O)t 
for A = 0, 
V/IA] sinh q(]A])t + f(0) cash d(]A[)t 
- for A ~0. 
cash d(]A ])t - m f(o) sinh v(]A])t 
(5.3) 
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Proof. We do the case A > 0; the proofs in the other cases are similar. Put 
g(t) = [(co, xqA)t -f% sin V(A)t 
1 
f(t) - f (0) cos V(h)t - d/h sin V(h)t 
1 
xew(-(f(u)du). 
Then in case (ii) we have g’ 5 0, so that g is monotone decreasing. Since g(0) = 0 we 
conclude that g(t) 5 0. This is just (5.3). 
The same argument works with the inequalities reversed for case (i) provided we 
continue to assume (5.2). Let to be such that 0 < to 5 t, and (5.2) holds for 0 5 t < to but 
f(0) that cos d/(A)to - x sin d(A)to = 0. Then to < 5 and on [0, to) 
f(t) z-VA 
sin v(A)t + f(0) cos d(A)t 
cos V(A)t -g sin V(h)t 
(5.4) 
As t + to the numerator on the right hand side of (5.4) is bounded below by the positive 
quantity (sind(A)l,)( v/h + 3) , while the denominator tends to zero. Hence f(t) -+ +a 
as t + to. Because f was assumed to be continuous on [0, t,) it follows that to = t,. Thus 
both (5.1) and (5.2) are consequences of the differential inequality f’ 2 f’+ A on (0, t,). 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. In case (i) the proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that t, < 5. Similarly when 
h>Owemusthavet,<% in part (i) of Lemma 5.2 below. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose f is digerentiable in (0, tJ and f(t) + --oo as t + 0. 
(i) If f’ 2 f * + A, then on (0, t,) we have 
I -VA iiizim for A > 0, 
f(f)’ -; 
I 
for A = 0, 
j G&J&t forA<O. 
(ii) If f’ 5 f’ + A, then on (0, t,) we have 
I --VA iizqiji forA>Oandt<&, 
for A = 0, 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Proof. Again we do only the case A > 0. Let 0 < E < TV and put fc(t) = f(t + E). 
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Then f:> f,‘+ A so that we can use Lemma 5.1 on the function fc. Thus in case (i) we 
have 
for 0 5 t < t, - E. Letting E -+O we obtain (5.5). This proves (i); the proof of (ii) is the 
same except all of the inequalities are reversed. (Notice that (5.2) holds for fc for 
sufficiently small E > 0 because of the assumption that t < T 
VT) 
Let m E expJ&) - P and let y be a unit speed geodesic from m meeting P 
orthogonally at y(O). Put u = y’(O) E PvcO) 1 and let m = y(t). We now obtain some 
inequalities for tr S(t) depending on the sectional curvature KM of M. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let M be complete and suppose KM 2 A. Assume that S(t) is defined 
on (0, t,). If A > 0 then t, <&. Furthermore on (0, t,) 
vA(tan v(A)t)l+ T, _ (n - q - l)dA 
I - & (tan d(A)t)T, i 
tan v(A)t 
for A > 0, 
!( ) -n-q-l T u tr S(t) 2 tr I _ tTl, t for A = 0, 
tr 
i 
_ d/lhl(tanh d(lAJ)t)l + T, 
I- & (tanh d/(lAl)t)T,, 
-w forA CO. (5.7) 
Proof. Let E be a parallel vector field along y of unit length and put f(t) = 
(SE, E)(t). By Corollary 4.2 and the assumption KM 2 A we have 
f’ = (SE, E)' = (S'E, E) = ((S* + R)E, E) 2 (S'E, E) + A 
= llSE112 + A 2 (SE, E)’ + A = f’+ A. 
Choose E so that E(0) E PycO, and write e = E(0); then f(0) = T,,, and so by Lemma 
5.1 
(SE, E)(t) 2 
T,,, + v/x tan g/(A)t 
1-A (tan d(A)t)T,,, 
(5.8) 
(in the case A > 0). Similarly for the choice e = E(0) E P&O, with (e, r’(O)) = 0, we have 
f(0) = --3o and so by Lemma 5.2 
(SE, E)(t) 2 &&. (5.9) 
We choose an orthonormal basis {e,, . . . , e,} of MY,,, such that {e,, . . . , e,} is a basis of 
P,co, and eq+l = u. Let {E,, . . . , E,} be a parallel frame field along y such that E,(O) = e, 
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tr S(t) = a$, (SE, E)(t). 
afq+l 
(5.10) 
Now (5.7) follows from (5.8)-(5.10). 
This proof does not work when KM 5 A and one reverses the inequalities because 
at a crucial point in Lemma 5.3 the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality was used. Neverthe- 
less 
LEMMA 5.4 Let M be complete and suppose ~~ 5 A. Assume S(t) is defined on 
(0, t,). Then the following inequalities hold on (0, t,): 
(i) if A > 0, t < 5 and cos v/(A)t - 3 sin q(A)t > 0 for 1 I a I q then 
tr S(t) 5 tr d/h sin d/(A)tI + cos d(A)tTU _(n-q-l)vA. 
cos v(A)tl - +& T, 
sin (A)t tan d(A)t ’ 
(5.11) 
(ii) if A = 0 and 1 - TV, > 0 for 1 I a I q, then 
(5.12) 
(iii) if A < 0 and cash q(lAj)t -# sinh v(lAj)t > 0 for 1 I a 5 q, then 
tr S(t) I tr - 
dlAl sinh V(lAl)tI + cash y’A[)T,,) 
cash v(lAl)tl -w T, 
-w. (5.13) 
Proof. Let {F,, . . . , F,} be a frame field along y such that SFa = K,F, for cx # q + 
1. We first assume that each F, is differentiable. By Lemma 4.3 and the assumption 
KM 5 A we have K: I K,* + A. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 this implies (in the case A > 0) 
that 
Km(t) 5 ~(0) + VA tan v\/(AN 
1 --&(tan\/(A)t)K,(o) 
for a = 1 
9.. . , 4. (5.14) 
Ki(f)sa for i=q+2,...,n. (5.15) 
Since tr S(t) = a$ h(f) + i-$2 K;(f) we obtain (5.10) from (5.14) and (5.15) in the case 
when the F, are all differentiable. 
Nondifferentiability occurs when two or more of the K,(~)‘s are equal for some t. A 
slight deformation can be made so that the am are all distinct. Then (5.11)-(5.13) hold 
for the deformed submanifold. Since (5.1 lH5.13) are continuous relations we see that 
they hold for the original submanifold P. 
If instead of assuming a lower bound on the sectional curvature of M we assume a 
lower bound on the Ricci curvature p M it is still possible to estimate S(t). These 
estimates are weaker than those of Lemma 5.3 and involve the mean curvature of P. 
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For p E P let H(p) denote the mean curvature vector field of P at p, that is 
H(P) = a$, T,oe,, where {el, . . . , e,} is any orthonormal basis of Pp. Then for u E P,‘, 
(H(p), u) is the mean curvature of P in the direction u. When P is a hypersurface, 
then up to a sign there is just one unit normal vector u E P,‘. In this case we fix u and 
put h = (H(P), u). 
LEMMA 5.5. Let M be complete and suppose p”(x, x) 2 (n - I)A[~x([~ for all tangent 
vectors x to M. Assume that S(t) is defined on (0, t,). Then (5.2) holds for t,. If A >O 
then tl < &. Furthermore: 
(i) if 0 I dim P zz n - 2 then 
I 
(n - l)d/A 
-tan 
for A > 0, 
tr S(t)> -- 
l 
(n - 1) 
t 
for A = 0, 
I -$f-&$$j forA<& (5.16) 
(ii) if dim P = n - 1 then 
’ h + (n - l)dA tan d(A)t 
l-1 
( 
tan d(A)t 
n-l --GX-- 1 
for A > 0, 
h 
h 
trS(t)z’ 1 nflh for A = 0, 
h -(n - l)d/(Al tanh ~/(blP 
(5.17) 
Proof. Let f(t) =A tr S(t). Then a calculation similar to that in Lemma 5.3 
yields 
f’(t) 2 f(t)2+ A. (5.18) 
In case (i) at least one of the eigenvalues of S(t) tends to --CL: as t + 0. Thus 
f(0) = --co. We obtain (5.16) from Lemma 5.2 and equation (5.18). 
Next assume dim P = n - 1. Then we have h = tr T, = tr S(0) = (n - l)f(O). 
Hence we get (5.17) from Lemma 5.1 and equation (5.18). 
96. INFINITESIMAL VOLUME ESTIMATES 
In this section we give differential equalities that describe the extent to which exp, 
distorts volumes. These depend on the curvature of M. Let m E exp,(!&) - P and let 
y be a unit speed geodesic from m meeting P orthogonally at y(0). Put u = Y’(O) E P;,,,, 
and m = y(t). 
Let o be a volume form for exp,(&) with llwll= 1. (Later inequalities will not 
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depend on the choice of o or --a.) Let (x,, . . . , x,) be a system of Fermi coordinates 
of P C M at p E P such that w 
( 
-& A . . . 
1 
A $- > 0 on the domain of definition U of 
n 1 
(Xl,. . . , x,). We put 
e,(t)=@ $A.. 
( 
* A $)(Y(G) = ml .(emdtu)). 
It is clear that the definition of 8, does not depend on the choice of (oriented) 
Fermi coordinates at p = y(O). Therefore we choose the system so that 
a 
-1 =Y’w. ax,+, p 
As usual we assume that forms an orthonormal basis for Pp. We 
write 
A&=&) , a=l,...,q, 
q Y 
i = q + 2, . . . ) n. 
Then e,(t) = w(A, A. . . A A, A N A x4+2 A * * * A X,)(7(t)). 
LEMMA 6.1. For t > 0 we have 
e:(t) -=- ( n-q-1 e,(r) t + tr S(t) . 1 
Proof. Using the results of 42 we calculate as follows: 
e:(t) = No(A, A * * * A A, A N A x4+, A . . . A X,)(?(t)) 
= o(A, A.. . A VNAn A * * * A A, A N A x4+2 A . . . A xn) 
” 
+ 2 w(Al A * * * A Aq A N A Xq+, A. . . A VNXi A. . . A X”) (y(t)) 
i=q+Z I 
= 
IA 
o(A, A. * * A V&N A . * * A A, A N A x,,, A *** A x,) 
il=l 
+ i=$+, 
o(A, A * * * A Aq A N A Xq+z A * . . A (Vx,N $_ [N, Xi]) A . . ’ A Xn) (y(t)) 
= 
v 
w(A, A. . .A(-.%,)A.. .AA,ANAX~+~A...AX~) 
a=l 
1 
A~A...AA~ANAX~+~A-..A(-SX~---X~ 
t 
b....r\X, 
>) 
(y(t)) 
=- ( n - T - ’ + tr s(t))e,(t). 
Hence the lemma follows. 
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Next we define functions cp,,(A, t) and qU(h, t) (for u E P,’ with jIu(I = 1) by 
I w)“-“- det(cos g(A)tl -v T,,) for A >O, 
cpU(A, t) = det(1 - tT,) for A = 0, 
1 (w)‘-‘-‘det(coah d(lAl)tI -w TU) for A CO. 
and 
, (*)“-“-’ (,,, d(A)t -+&A (H, u))q 
rlu(*, t) = 
/ 
(1 -;(H, u))q 
for A > 0, 
for A = 0, 
~)“~q-‘(cosh d(JAl)t -w (H, u))~ for A < 0. 
LEMMA 6.2. Assume that M is complete and let to be a number such that Y(to)E 
exp,(%) - P. 
(i) If KM 2 A then t + O,(t)cpU(A, t)-’ is a monotone decreasing function and 
e,(t) 5 cpu(A, t) 5 %A*, t) (6.1) 
for 0 d t < to. 
(ii) If KM 5 A then t -+ fl,(t)q,(A, t)-’ is a monotone increasing function and 
&d(t) 2 cpuo, t) (6.2) 
for 0 5 t < to. 
Proof. If KM P A, then from Lemmas 6.1 and 5.3 we obtain (in the case A > 0) 
$ ln e,(t) = $$ zz - (” - T - ’ + tr S(t) 
u ) 
( - A sin V(A)tl- -\/A cos V(A)tT, 5tr VA cos d/(A)tl- sin d/(A)tT, ) + (n - q - l)(v~i~~$:)t - f) 
=- it tr ln(dA cos V(A)tl - sin V(A)tT,) + In 
( ( 
sin V(A)t nmqv’ 
t 
) 1 
= g In cp,(A, t). 
Thus (dldt) In(&(t)cp,(A, t)-‘) 5 0, and so B,(t)cp,(A, t)-’ is decreasing. This implies the first 
inequality of (6.1). Similarly (ii) follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 5.4. The second 
inequality in (6.1) follows from the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric 
means. 
LEMMA 6.3. Assume that M is complete and let to be a number such that y(to) E 
exp,(flp) - P. Assume that p”(x, x) 2 (n - l)A([x1)’ for all tangent vectors x to M. 
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(i) If dim P 5 n - 2 then B,(t)&,(A, t)-’ is decreasing, where 
for A = 0, 
1 (*)“- tq for A CO. 
(ii) If dim P = 0 then 
I rln d(A)f) 
n-l 
-as- for A > 0, 
e,(t)5 1 
1 
for A = 0, 
(iw)ne’ forA<O. 
(iii) If dim P = n - 1 then &(t)q,(A, t)-’ is decreasing and 0,(t)< q,,(A, t). Here 
~(h, t) can be written as 
nm’ 
)) 
for A > 0, 
for A = 0, 
n-’ 
for A CO. 
Proof. For (i) we use Lemma 6.1 together with (5.16) and calculate as follows 
(when A > 0): 
&]nfj,(t)=~=-(n-~-l + tr S(t) 
u > 
5-(n-q-l)+(n-l)VA VA cos V(A)t I 
t tan 
=(n-l)( sinV(A)t -t)+~=-$ln(ty(*)‘-‘}. 
Hence (i) follows. Furthermore (ii) is an easy consequence of (i) when q = 0. 
Similarly for (iii) we use Lemma 
A>Oand t>O). 
6.1 in conjunction with (5.17) to obtain (when 
& In 0,(t) = z = -tr S(t) 5 (n - 1) 
-A sin V(A)t --A VA cos V/(A)t 
U VA cos V(A)t - -& sin V(A)t 
=(n-l)-$ln(~AcosV(A)t-&sinV(A)t) 
h sin q(A)t “-’ 
=-$ln(cosd(A)t--T) . 
Hence (iii) follows provided t > 0. 
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Remark. (ii) is due to Bishop ([S], p. 256) and (iii) is due to Heintze and 
Karcher [31]. 
We conclude this section by giving some estimates of the distances ei(p, u), 
er(p, u) between P and its focal and cut-focal points in terms of the principal 
curvatures of P. These sharpen results of Hermann[32]. For p E P and u E P,’ let 
K,(U), . . ., K~(u) denote the eigenvalues of T,. 
THEOREM 6.4. Assume that M is complete, p E P and u E Pp’ with Iju(( = 1. 
(i) If KM 2 A then 
’ min(&tan-’ (s) 1 ~,(u)>0, a = 1,. 
Ka(I.4)>0, tl = l,...,q 
K,(U)>& Cl = 1 
(ii) If KM 5 A then 
er(p, u) 1 max --&Ko(U)>O,a=l,...,q] 
. . 
2 . 
94 I for A > 0, 
for A = 0, 
**,q 
I 
for A < 0. 
for A > 0, 
for A = 0, 
JK,(u)>~, a = I,...,q forA<O. 
(iii) Suppose dim M = n - 1, h >O and p”(x, x)? (n - I)Allxll* for all unit tangent 
vectors x to M. Then 
’ &tan-l((” -;)~A) 
n-1 
-& tanh-’ 
Proof. For example, suppose KM 20. Then by Lemma 6.1 we have 0 I 6,(t) I 
for A > 0, 
for A = 0, 
forh ~0. 
fi 0=l 
(1- tK,(U)). Thus e,,(t) must vanish before any of the 1- tK,(u). Thus l- 
er(p, U)K,(U) 2 0 and so the inequalities of (i) follow. Similarly (ii) and (iii) follow from 
Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3. 
$7. VOLUME COMPARISONS 
We now integrate the inequalities of the previous section in order to obtain 
estimates for the volumes of tubes. Recall that 
Vp”(r) = the n-dimensional volume of T(P, r). 
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We also put 
ApM(r) = the (n - 1)-dimensional volume of P,. 
LEMMA 7.1. We have 
(7.1) 
where S$Y-‘(r) denotes the (n - q - 1)-dimensional sphere of radius r in Pp’. 
Proof. Let s be the function defined on a neighborhood of the zero section of the 
normal bundle Y by 
s(x) = the Euclidean distance from 0 to x. 
Then s = (+ 0 exp,, where CT is the distance function defined in 02 and exp, is the 
exponential map of the normal bundle V. 
It is clear that for each t the hypersurface {(p, x) ) x E P,‘, IIx/ = t, p E P} in v has 
*ds for its volume element, because ds A *ds is the volume element of V. Moreover, 
da A *du is the volume element of M in a neighborhood of P. By the generalized 
Gauss lemma 3.1 it follows that *da is the volume element of P, for each t. 
We have exp$(do) = ds and also 
exp’E(do) A expX*da) = exp$(da A *da) 
= (w, .oexp,)*ds A *ds. 
It follows that expt(*da) = (w, n Oexp,)*ds. Therefore 
ApM(r> = I,, *dfl = [,p,._,cprl exp!X*du) 
= If p S~~4~,(r) (@I.. n oexp,) d” dPl (7.2) 
where dP is the volume element of P and du is the volume element of Simq-‘(r). We 
use the map h : SKY’+ Sim4-‘(r) given by h(x) = rx to change variables another 
time in (7.2). The result is (7.1). 
LEMMA 7.2. -$ VpM(r) = ApM(r). 
Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 7.1 we compute as follows: 
VpM(r) = 
I 
da A *da 
TV’, r) 
= I ~xP,-‘U’(P, I)) exp$(dc) A exp$(*da) 
r 
= 
II 0 exP,-‘(P,) 
ds A exp$(*da) 
I 
, 
= APM(r) dr. 
0 
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In this calculation use has been made of Lemma 7.1, the generalized Gauss 
lemma 3.1 and the fact that APM(r) =gr VpM(r) when M is a Euclidean space R”. 
Next let V be an n-dimensional real vector space with positive definite metric (, ). 
Denote by GS the symmetric group of degree s and put 
QS = {a E %la(l) < c(3) < ... < ~(2s - 1) and a(2t - 1) < (r(2t) for t = 1, . . . , s}. 
For CT f Gjs and cp E @“V* we define a(cp> E @“V* by 
d(P)(XI, . . . , xzs) = (P(Xd,), . . . 7 &(2s)). 
Define Z,$ : @‘V*+R by 
where S”-’ denotes the unit sphere in V. 
LEMMA 7.3. Z, = 0 for s odd and for cp E @*‘V* we have 
1 
Z”(‘)= n(n +2).e.(n +2s -2) r(n/2)SEQS i,.,,,,i,_, (T q 
EC 2 ()(. el,v el,p. . . 9 % ei,), (7.3) 
where {e,, . . . , e,} is any orthonorrnal basis of V. 
Proof. The map Z, is clearly linear. Moreover, choose an orthonormal basis 
{el, . . . , e,} of V, and let {al,. . . , a,,} be a corresponding dual basis of V*. Then 
Z,(U(ai, 0 . . . 0 ais)) = I,n_,c,, ai, . . * ai, dx = Mai, O . . . @ ais)- 
Because Z, is linear this implies that for all cp E @“V* and cr E GS we have 
Zs(dcp)) = Mcp). (7.4) 
By Weyl’s theorem on invariants (see, e.g., [6], p. 76), Z, = 0 for s odd, and for 
cp E @*‘V* we have that Z2S((p) is a linear combination of elementary invariants of the 
form 
i, ,$l,_, dcp)(ei,, ei,, . . . , eis, ei,), 
. ,’ 
where (+ E C52S. In fact we may write 
12s(qo) = & bc(i, ,$,_, dcp)(ei,9 ei,y. . . , G,, ei,) . 
. . ) 
(7.5: 
In (7.5) the coefficients b, are uniquely determined and are universal. Moreover, frorr 
(7.4) and (7.5) we see that all of the b,‘s are the same. Let b be the common value 
Then b can be determined by a judicious choice of cp. For example, let cp = a?“. Ther 
a(af’) = afs for all aa E Q,, so that the right hand side of (7.5) becomes 1*3**.(2s - 1)b 
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The left hand side of (7.5) can be computed for example by ([40], p. 465, formula (12)). We 
find that 
42 Izs(&2S) = 1.3 . . * (2s - 1) 
n(n+2)*** (n + 2s - 2) &2)’ 
and so 
b= 
n/2 
n(n + 2) * * .l(n + 2s - 2) G1,2). 
Hence we obtain (7.3). 
COROLLARY 7.4. If cp E 02'V* is symmetric (i.e., a(q) = q for all u E &,), then 
I*S(cp)’ 1.3’.*(2s-l) 
n(n+2).+ . cn + 2s _ 2l j$$j I$ = cp(ei,, ei,, . . . y eisF ei,h ‘13 ‘IS I 
where {e,, . . . , e,} is an orthonormal basis of V. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 7.3 because all of the terms on the right hand side of 
(7.3) are the same, and the cardinality of Q2, is $..$ = 1.3...(2~ - 1). 
To explain the coefficients in the tube formulas, it will be convenient to use some 
of the notation of [19, 201. Let R be a tensor field on P of the same type as the 
curvature tensor field of P and having the same symmetries. We write R(A A B)(C A 
D) for the value of R on A, B, C, D E X(P). In [ 19,201 the sth power of R is defined 
as a special case of multiplication of double forms. Here R” is given by 
R"(A,A .. . A A2s)(B, A. . . A Bzs) 
where & = {a E G2Sja(2t - 1) < a(2t) for t = 1,. . ., s} and Al,. . ., A2s, B,, . . ., B2s E 
X(P). Also following [19] it will be convenient to consider the contraction operators 
C’, 0 5 t I 2s. These are defined inductively by C’(R”) = R" and 
C'(R")(A, A . . . A Azs-r)(B, A . . . A B2,_,) 
= $I C'-'(R")(A, A . . . A A2s-, A E,)(B, A . . . A B2s-1 A E,), 
where {El,. . . , E,} is a local frame on P. We put 
k2c(R> = g&y, I, C2”Wc> dP. (7.6) 
. . 
For the case when R is the curvature tensor field RP of P C OX”, the kzc(RP) are just 
the curvature invariants introduced by Weyl[40]. Specjal cases of (7.6) are written out 
in Remark (3) of the introduction. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume that M has nonnegative sectional curvature. Then 
by Lemmas 7.1 and 6.2(i) we have 
O,(r) du dP 
det(& - rTUbN) du dP. 
Let & be defined by 
(7.7) 
for UI, . . . , UC E Pp’. By the rule for expanding determinants by minors we have 
W&t, - rT,d = ‘go (- r)%(u,. . . , u) (7.8) 
for u E P,‘. Consider the map I,: @‘(PO’) -+ R given by 
Each & is a symmetric tensor so that we can apply Corollary 7.4. Thus Izc+l($Zr+,) = 0 
while 
1.3 . . . (2c - 1) 
Tzc(+2c) =(n - q)(n - q + 2) . . 
2*(l/Nn-q) 
. (n - q + 2c - 2) r(1/2)(n - q) 
(7.9) 
x ;,,.,, $_q+, $J2r(G,3 ei,, . . . , ei,, e,). 
Using the Gauss equation 
R%c, - R t’icd =i$+, (TaciTbdi - Tadi Tbci) = (To,, Tbd) - (Tud, Tbc), 
we calculate the right hand side of (7.9). We find 
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(RP -R")'(a,r\. . . A azc)(a,h.. . A a2c)p 
=--- C2'(RP - R")pC, ((2f)!)Z 
and so 
Izc(lcT2c) = ~ 
1 
c !(2c)!(n - q)(n - q + 2) . . . cn _ 9 + 2c _ 2l r;7;;;;:;j C2’(RP - R”)pC. 
(7.10) 
From (7.8) and (7.10) it follows that 
I 
1 21 
s,“-q-‘(l) 
det(&, - rTabU) du = 2 Mlc12&-2c c=o 
2#/2m-q) 1 /21 
e 
C2”(RP _ Rf’f) Cr2c 
= r(1/2)(n - q) c=0 c!(2c)!(n - q)(n - q + 2). * . (n - q + 2c - 2)’ 
(7.11) 
Then from (7.7) and (7.11) we obtain 
2rn(l/2wq)rn-q-l [ 121 
ApM(r)i Q1/2)(n - q) Y 
r2c 
c=o c!(2c)!(n - q)(n - q + 2). . .(n-q+2c-2) 
x 
I 
C2c(RP-RM)C dP. (7.12) 
P 
We integrate (7.12) with respect to r and use (7.6) with R = RP - RM to obtain (1.2). 
This proves the first inequality of (i); then (ii) is proved analogously using Lemma 
6.l(ii). 
To prove the second inequality of (1.2) we use the inequality 
det(l - tT,) 5 (1 -i (H, u))” (7.13) 
established in Lemma 6.2(i). Now by Corollary 7.4 we have 
Then from (7.13) and (7.14) it follows that 
2&1/2)0-q) 
n-q-1 ,) det(l - rTU) d” 5 r( l/2)( n - q) c=o ( 
t 2c 
x 4 (n-q)(n-q+2)...(n-q+2c-2)’ (7.15) 0 
1.3 * * * (2c - l)~~r-#” 
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We first integrate (7.15) over P and obtain 
det(1 - fT,,) du dP 
1.3.. . (Zc - 1yq+2c-l 
(n - q + 2)(n - q + 4) . . .(n_q+2c_2)Jp ($311)2cdP. 
(7.16) 
Then we integrate (7.16) from 0 to r and get (1.2). 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Suppose dim P 5 3. Then the right hand side of (1.2) has at 
most two terms; in fact, if KM 2 0 we have 
But 
(4 (l/Nn-q) VpMW 5 (1,2)(n _ 4)! 
r2 
VW’) + 2(n _ 4 + 2) p GP -R”) dP I . (7.17) 
r(RP -R”) = r(R’) - i Rznb 5 T(R’), 
n,b=l 
so that (7.17) implies part(i). The proof of part (ii) is similar. 
Next we generalize Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 to the situation when there are 
nonzero bounds on the sectional curvature KM. We omit the proofs which are only 
slightly more complicated than those of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let M be a complete manifold and P a fopologically embedded 
submanifold with compact closure. Suppose r >O is not larger than the distance 
between P and ifs nearest focal point. 
(i) If KM 2 A, where A > 0, then 
2#/2Wc7) [ 121 
ApM(r) 5 % 
kzc(RP -R”) 
r(1/2)(n - q) c-0 (n - q)(n - q + 2) . . . (n - 4 + 2c - 2) 
x (cos V(A)r)q-2c 
( 
sin V(A)r “-q+2c-’ 
7) 
I.3 . . * (2c - 1) 
j (’ IIHt1)2c dP (n - q)(n - 4 + 2) . . . (n - 4 + 2C - 2) P 9 
sin .\/(X)r “Y+~‘-’ 
x (cos V(A)r)4-2’ T) 
( 
. (7.18) 
(ii) If KM 5 A, where h > 0, then 
2,#/2)(n-4) I 121 
ii 
k2,(RP - R M, 
APM(r)( r(1/2)(n - q) c=O (n - q)(n - q + 2) * f . (n - q + 2c - 2) 
sin V(h)r n-q+2c-1 
x (cos V(A)r)q-2’ T) 
( 
. 
COROLLARY 7.6. In Theorem 7.5 assume that dim P 5 3. Then 
(i) KM 2 A implies ApM(r) I ApSn’vA)(r); 
(ii) KM 5 A implies Ap”(r) 2 ApSYVA)(r). 
(7.19) 
When A < 0 we replace tan by tanh, etc. in Theorem 7.5 and Corollary 7.6. 
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There is also a tube estimate for hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold whose Ricci 
curvature satisfies an inequality. 
THEOREM 7.7. Let M be complete and let P be a topologically embedded hypersurface 
with compact closure. Assumep”(x, x) 2 (n - ~)AJ(xJ(~ forall tangent vectorsx to M. Then 
‘2 ““~~“‘( n& ‘)(cos ~(A)r)“m’m2k(~+)2k j__ h2k dP if A > 0, 
AP”(r)ls 2”“-$$“(n2~‘)(-&)2k~~ h2k dP if A = 0, 
2 ““~$~‘“( n2i ‘)(cosh ~(jAj)r)“-‘~2k($$$$$)zk 1, hzk dP if A < 0. 
\ 
If A = 0 then 
7 
COROLLARY 7.8. Assume in Theorem 7.7 that P is a minimal hypersurface. Then 
2(cos v(A)r)“-’ vol(P) if h >O, 
if A =O, 
2(cosh ~(JA])r)“-’ vol(P) if h < 0. 
If A = 0 then VpM’(r) I r vol(P). 
For orientable hypersurfaces in orientable manifolds it is possible to sharpen 
Theorem 7.7 and its corollary. This is because in this case P, has two components P,’ 
and P;. Let 
ApM’(r) = (n - 1)-dimensional volume of P,‘, 
VpM’(r) = n-dimensional volume of the portion of T(P, r) lying between P,’ and P. 
We call VpM+(r) the volumes of the “half tubes.” It was Steiner[37] in 1840 who first 
computed VpM’( > r in simple cases. See [l] for the power series expansion of VpM’(r). 
THEOREM 7.9. Let Mbe complete and orientable and let P be a topologically embedded 
orientable hypersurface of M with compact closure. Assume p”(x, x) 2 (n - l)h]Jx]J2 for 
all tangent vectors x to M. Then 
cos d(h)r T -& (@!!$f!k))“-‘dp if A >O, 
if A =O, 
cash d/(]A ])r ? & ( w))‘-’ dP if A <O. 
If A = 0, then VpM- +(r) s~““~~“‘(~~+ I)(-&)2k/p h2k dP. 
COROLLARY 7.10. Assume in Theorem 7.7 that P is a minimal hypersurface. 
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Then 
ApM’( r) 5 I 
(cos V(h)r)“-’ vol(P) A >o, 
vol(P) A = 0, 
(cash d(lh I)r)“m’ vol(P) A < 0. 
If A = 0 then VpM’(r) 5 r vol(P). 
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